
The Bryston Model T Loudspeaker

A Remarkable Speaker
An Incredible Value!

The Bryston Model T speaker ($6500pr base price) has made a tremendous 
impression in the high end speaker world since it came out at Thanksgiving of 2012. Let's 
take a look at how this instant classic has “gotten here.”

First of all, after a significant recession in the world economy, we've seen some 
recovery and subsequently, new speaker offerings. The competition has largely come out with 
“over the top” speakers that while sounding good, boggle the mind for those of us that WORK 
FOR A LIVING!

We're seeing 5” two ways for $18k pr. Raidho C1.1.
We're seeing 7” two ways for $18k pr. YG Carmel
We're seeing towers that have two 6.5” woofs, a 5” mid and soft dome tweet for $20k 
per pair. Sony SS-AR2.



We're seeing a tower with one 10” woof, an 8” woof, a 7” mid and dome tweeter for 
$50k per pair. Wilson Alexia.
 

A quick stroll through The Absolute Sound's 2014 speaker recommendations (March 
2014, Issue 241) includes many products/prices that will simply take your breath away! 

Let's see what you're getting for these stratospheric prices. Strip away the brand name 
and associated mysticism. What are you BUYING?

In almost every case you're getting drivers made by Scans Speak or SEAS. They're  
good. Some of these drivers come right off the shelf. Some have an extra turn or two of the 
coil so they can be dubbed “proprietary.” The point is that the majority of high end speakers 
today, no matter whose box they are screwed into, are from one of a few vendors. 

When the “usual suspects” are working with a very similar array of colors, it's no 
wonder that they're all in the same arena of performance (which is nice) and price (which isn't 
nice). This ain't Bryston.

Bryston has a smarter business model which allows them to produce a significantly 
different speaker, which I contend is BETTER, for a fraction of the price. How do they do it? 

Bryston is in Peterborough, Ontario, just over an hour north of Toronto. They have 
friends in the speaker biz, not two hours up Hwy 60, Axiom. Axiom is an efficient manufacturer 
of budget speakers that it sells direct to the public. After years of its own R&D, Bryston has 
designed drivers, cabinets, crossovers and has hired Axiom to build them.

Shell shocked competitors will tell you that Bryston speakers are Axioms in sheep's 
clothing. That's not the case. Start with the monster 8” woofer inside the Bryston T. Visit us. 
We'll let you hold it. You can compare it to some big names. This 8 inch gorilla is far beyond 
the construction we've seen from any 8” driver, no matter whose name is on it- even the uber 
guys that sell for $50k! And so it continues throughout the Bryston line. Be it drivers, cabinet 
construction, crossovers, Bryston specs the components to be built. They sweat the details.

Axiom has influence on the final product which is beneficial. The cosmetic finishes of 
Black, Natural Cherry and Boston Cherry are available in vinyl for modest pricing. Finishes in 
real wood are available for an up charge. Since Axiom is building product of its own, Bryston 
benefits from economies of scale that uber companies can't touch! James Tanner of Bryston 
guesstimates that the model T would sell for approximately $25k per pair- if made on an 
artisan level in house.

Think of the logistics of building a lot of speakers efficiently- which is necessary to get 
the price down. You need a large facility to manufacture and warehouse. You need a big staff 
of employees and employee benefits. You need to buy wood, saw blades, PCBs and zillions 
of component parts in quantity. What about test booths and QC stations? There's no end to 
the detail that Bryston would have had to create from the ground up. Axiom makes the 
logistics possible and they're just up the road, not in Asia.

Now go back up to paragraph #3. 
Oh, did I mention the Bryston warranty is TWENTY YEARS?!


